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Each Party shall accord 

to covered investments treatment in accordance with customary international law, 

including fair and equitable treatment.

[T]here may be merit in recognizing a second exception in the case 
of a Licensor and a Licensee of a trademark because the evidence 
we’ve heard is it’s for the Licensor who has the legal right to protect 



the rights of the Licensee by bringing legal proceedings, so that if 
the Licensor, to protect the rights of the Licensee brings legal 
proceedings and suffers a denial of justice, doesn't it seem on 
principle right that the Licensee should be entitled to say that ‘I have 
not received fair and equitable treatment because of the way my 
Protector has been treated’?

the principle of due process embodied in the principal legal systems of the world

concepts of ‘fair and equitable treatment’ 

and ‘full protection and security’ do not require treatment in addition to or beyond that 

which is required by the customary international law minimum standard of treatment 



of aliens

not

to deny justice in criminal, civil, or administrative adjudicatory proceedings in 

accordance with the principle of due process embodied in the principal legal systems 

of the world

An unjust judgment may and often does afford strong evidence that 
the court was dishonest, or rather it raises a strong presumption of 
dishonesty. It may even afford conclusive evidence, if the injustice 
be sufficiently flagrant, so that the judgment is of a kind which no 
honest and competent court could possibly have given.

a failure of process 

may be proved from a judicial decision so egregiously wrong that no honest or 

competent court could possibly have given it

See



If the existence of grave and manifest injustice is

established, two possibilities present themselves: either the judicial decision-maker was

dishonest . . . or he or she was grossly incompetent

what the Claimants are doing is an appeal

it depends on the gradation in this particular case



just doesn’t come at all close to the level of a 

denial of justice

extraordinary remedy



Direct violation substantive rules of law

Misapplication substantive rules of law

Misinterpretation substantive rules of law

Error of fact about the existence of the evidence

the rule of law in terms of the appreciation of the said evidence

i.e.

i.e.

de



sensory problem, one of physical 

perception of the evidence or item of evidence in the record, without the involvement of 

any element of appreciation or valuing of the evidence.

if, 

according to the question, the Court is aware of the existence yet it attributes no value 



to it, that is a problem that goes to another ground, which is error of law in the 

appreciation of the evidence.

Error of fact about 

the existence of the evidence ignoring or skipping over, which is not 

the same as declaring that it does not exist

what it means here is that they knew it existed, that they saw it.

other than

other than



throughout decades for many decades, at least for 



the past 40 years several

decades

In this case the evidence was not ignored, but the court did not grant value to the

appellant’s evidence. No evidence was ignored in the judgment. Thus, it is wrong to

speak of an error of fact

one can see that



the evidence whose assessment is questioned was not considered by the Upper Court. 

The Upper Court judge, when issuing the judgment, did not consider Public Deed No. 

3031 of March 29, 2001, Eighth Circuit Notary, Province of Panama. Hence, the judge 

could not have incurred in error of law when assessing the evidence

Error of fact about the existence of the

evidence



reckless and intimidating 

in order to cause harm cannot be held as good faith behavior

negligent

obviously intimidating and reckless conduct

reckless

[BSJ] and [BSLS] are ordered to jointly pay [Muresa] and [TGFL] the sum 

of FIVE MILLION DOLLARS



legal right to market a product

right of representation and distribution of the brand

they are two 

different requests.  If you would like to request for a use of a brand trademark to be 

suspended, then you request - have you a proceeding for improper use.  But if you 

want to prevent registration of a trademark, then you have an Opposition 

Proceeding





did not completely lack merit

liable



evident good faith

evident good faith



obviously intimidating and reckless conduct

casually 

introduced

coadyuvante



embodied in the principal legal systems of 

the world



the world

Bridgestone/Firestone

Bridgestone/Firestone



Bridgestone/Firestone

fundamental facts



It is a Demand Letter with respect to the United States, and it is 

not a Demand Letter with respect to any other jurisdiction. It’s a Reservation of 

Rights Letter

opposition proceedings were going to be filed in various 

countries the Plaintiffs should abstain from selling the product

when one understands a 

document, there’s no need to transcribe it literally

maximum experience . . . draw on 

one’s own experience or knowledge that one has picked up in day-to-day life

reckless



To qualify the withdrawal of an appeal as reckless is incorrect. It is 
not reckless conduct, rather, there is no abuse of litigation. The 
Respondents understood that they could not go further in the 
proceedings. The proceeding did not reach the end, the last 
consequences, as argued by the project. Punishing a party for a 
procedural decision such as this, qualifying it as recklessness and 
abuse of a right, is inappropriate

99.9 percent



the defendant cannot be sentenced to pay a superior amount, or for a

matter which is different from that requested in the claim



the judge knows the law

de novo

the judge knows the law

Vivendi v Argentina



this would by no means be unprecedented in judicial decision-making, 

either international or domestic, and it has nothing to do with the ground for annulment 

contemplated by Article 52(1)(d) of the ICSID Convention

From the record, it is evident that the parties had a full and fair 
opportunity to be heard at every stage of the proceedings. They had 
ample opportunity to consider and present written and oral 
submissions on the issues, and the oral hearing itself was 
meticulously conducted to enable each party to present its point of 
view. The Tribunal’s analysis of issues was clearly based on the 
materials presented by the parties and was no sense ultra petita. For 
these reasons, the Committee finds no departure at all from any 
fundamental rule of procedure, let alone a serious departure



legal action by [BSLS and BSJ] caused damages to [Muresa] The situation is

also verified by witness statements made by Plaintiffs’ employees. Such statements

clearly and coincidentally show a sales crisis, reflected in the Plaintiffs’ earnings

which, despite the implementation of contingency plans, could not prevent the loss of

sales or market position of the RIVERSTONE brand

U.S. v Mexico (The Orient)

A decision thus given in direct opposition to so strong a

preponderance of the testimony cannot be entitled to respect. It indicates strongly a

predetermination on the part of the judge to confiscate the property without reference

to the testimony.





This Chamber fully verified the body of evidence, on which the notion of factual error

is based about the existence of evidence. These are items that the Chamber addressed

in detail when verifying the respective Reason



because it’s not incompatible

implicit



there may well be force in that submission



where an inference is a reasonable conclusion 

to draw from the known or assumed facts, Tribunals should be willing to draw the 

inference to determine allegations of illegality as they would any other allegation – 

indeed more so given the often deliberately concealed nature of an illegality

direct cogent 

evidence, but rather, it usually depends upon an accumulation of circumstantial 

evidence

, UFG v Egypt



The political composition of the

Credentials Committee, the system of reciprocal judgment among justices and

deputies, and the lack of ethical or disciplinary consequences for these decisions

are some of the reasons that may, to varying degrees, explain why these charges

have not been admitted

in the

appropriate manner



You know what this is, right? It’s

corruption ”



You 

know what this is, right? It’s corruption.

five 

pillars



With regard 

to this request, Panama has requested such documents of the Supreme Court of 

Panama, and the latter has confirmed that no responsive documents exist

the Claimants are justified in 

seeking clarification as to the identity of the individuals personified in the expression 

“the Supreme Court of Panama” and the basis on which they have been able to say that 



no responsive documents exist

(i) the individuals who were requested to produce such documents 
and the responses made by those individuals; (ii) the searches that 
were made of hard copy files and computer records in order to 
identify whether such hard documents existed; (iii) confirmation 
that any communications between the Magistrates and Court staff 
in relation to this case were purely administrative.

expediente

expediente

third parties are not consulted in connection with cases

expediente



expediente

expediente

once a certain prima 

facie threshold of evidence is reached by the party alleging illegality, which may not in 

and of itself be enough to discharge the standard of proof, it should not be adequate – 

given the nature of the allegation – for the defendant to sit back and not contribute to 

the evidentiary exchange on the issue.



were

it's a startling proposition that if A incurs liability and is assisted to 

discharge that liability by a relative or an associated company, it loses the right to claim 

compensation in relation to that liability from the Party that caused it

conceded contingent 

on the outcome of this arbitration



failed to mitigate its loss

disbursement cost of all trademark 

actions fees due under the invoices from law 

firms, investigation companies

WHEREAS, in connection with the payment of the Judgment 
Amount, the Corporation and the Parent propose to agree that (i) 
despite the 2010 Agreement the Corporation will pay, and bear the 
entire financial burden of, such payment, and (ii) the Corporation 
will be entitled to initiate, and keep the entire financial benefit of 
any recovery from, any investor-state arbitration or any other 
actions against the Republic of Panama (the “2016 Agreement”).



Factory at

Chorzów



it’s a very difficult and amorphous concept, and putting a 

number on it outside the accounting sphere is very difficult

owns



de facto

see also





we have to take a closer look at whether we enforce or not, just 

based on the possibility of in the event we were to lose an opposition in Panama or 

another, you know, small country, would we potentially face a similar damage 

award or potentially even greater? This one was $5 million, but, you know, the next 

one could be $25 million.

it is not 

possible to rule out that in the future these criteria may be used for the resolution 

of other similar cases



simply a matter of determining the income received by a trademark owner

revenue from sales, 

minus the royalty expense real world data 

demonstrates that there has been no damage



nothing has occurred over the past five years



whether we focus on the value of 

trademarks a day after the Supreme Court Decision or whether we’re looking at the 

position now

ex ante

ex post



Factory at Chorzów


